Cross-spectral analysis of cardiovascular variables in supine diabetic patients.
Cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy in diabetes is associated with a high risk of mortality, which makes its early identification clinically important. An easy method for identification of subjects with autonomic dysfunction would be of clinical benefit. We evaluated the autonomic function in 28 diabetic patients and 21 control subjects recording 12 min time series of heart period (RR) and systolic arterial pressure (SAP, Finapres) during supine rest and 60 degrees head-up tilt. The power of the high (respiratory) and low (LF approximately 0.1 Hz) frequency oscillations was quantified by spectral analysis. The central frequency of the LF oscillations (LF_freq), phase shift, and the transfer function gain between RR interval and SAP fluctuations were provided by cross-spectral analysis, and measured at the point of maximal coherence. In the supine position 15 patients (LF-) displayed atypical LF variability with the LF_freq being shifted towards lower frequencies (about 0.06 Hz). They also showed larger phase angle, lower values or even absence of coherence and smaller transfer function gain between RR and SAP fluctuations. 13 patients (LF+) and the controls showed the LF_freq around 0.1 Hz, higher coherence and transfer function gain values. The orthostatic maneuver induced the expected changes in the spectral parameters (increase in the LF components of both RR and SAP and decrease in the HF variability of RR) into the LF+ patients and all the control subjects and abnormal response in the other 15 LF-patients. These findings indicate that diabetic subjects with uncharacteristic response to the orthostatic test present abnormal LF variability already in the supine position. Crossspectral parameters while supine may be used for the identification of these subjects.